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ABSTRACT

A significant remaining challenge for existing recommender systems is that users may not trust the
recommender systems for either lack of explanation or inaccurate recommendation results. Thus, it
becomes critical to embrace a trustworthy recommender system. This survey provides a systemic
summary of three categories of trust-aware recommender systems: social-aware recommender systems
that leverage users’ social trust relationships; robust recommender systems that filter untruthful noises
(e.g., spammers and fake information) or enhance attack resistance; explainable recommender systems
that provide explanations of recommended items. We focus on the work based on deep learning
techniques, an emerging area in the recommendation research.

Keywords Trust · Recommender System · Deep Learning · Survey

1 Introduction

Users face with a significant challenge of information overload as the Web information continuously grows. Rec-
ommender systems provide information, products, or services to meet users’ personalized tastes and preferences to
alleviate the above issue. Given those advantages, recommender systems have been popular in various domains and
widely deployed in e-commerce applications [1]. For example, when a user looks for a pair of sleep-buds at Amazon1,
the website may recommend a case for the sleep-buds as “Frequently bought together" and a list of products that other
customers frequently “buy after viewing this item." According to a report2, 35% of Amazon.com’s profit owes to its
recommendation algorithms.

Despite the success of recommender systems, a significant remaining challenge is that users may not trust the
recommender systems for either lack of explanation or inaccurate recommendation results. For example, a user may not
trust a stranger’s taste even though they have similar history records; moreover, the system may recommend an item
that is intentionally highly rated by malicious users. All these make a trustworthy recommender system urgent and
important. In this work, we define and focus on three aspects of trust in recommender systems:

Social-awareness. With the development of social media, social-aware (sometimes called trust-aware) recommendation
has attracted more attention. Recent studies suggest users’ ratings area has a positive correlation with the average
of their social neighbors for both trust-alike relationships or trust relationships [2]. On the one hand, based on the
phenomenon that users’ tastes are often influenced by their friends [3], leveraging the trust relationship has great
potential to provide a trustworthy recommender system to the user, and also improve the recommendation quality by
predicting the user’s taste. On the other hand, adding such information alleviates the cold start problem of traditional
recommender systems. Generally, social-aware recommender systems include memory-based methods and model-based

1https://www.amazon.com/
2http://rejoiner.com/resources/amazon-recommendations-secret-selling-online/
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methods. Memory-based methods usually generate predictions for a user by leveraging the ratings of his/her direct or
indirect trusted friends [4]. Thus, the performance of such methods largely depends on trust propagation models. In
addition, these methods are usually time-consuming and therefore are not suitable for handling large scale applications
because they need to calculate similarities over an entire rating matrix and the whole trust network [4]. Model-based
methods (e.g., matrix factorization and deep learning) are widely used [5]. Compared with memory-based methods,
which uses trust ties to infer users’ neighbors and then promote the accuracy of similarity calculation among users,
most model-based methods simultaneously map users and items into low-dimensional feature spaces and then train a
prediction model by optimizing some objective functions overrating and trust data [4].

Robustness. While more people are relying on online product reviews to make purchase decisions [6], reviews and
social relations are increasingly subject to attacks from spammers and bots. Moreover, social relations have different
interpretations in different contexts. For example, two people may reach a consensus on movies but have diverse
opinions on purchasing clothes [7]. There are two directions of research in improving the robustness of recommender
systems. The first direction is towards filtering out noisy or malicious feedback from the data before executing the
recommendation algorithm. Research in this direction aims to find statistical patterns of users/ratings to identify
malicious content [8], use supervised classification methods based on feature-engineering [9], or use unsupervised
clustering approach to eliminate suspicious users [10]. The second direction aims to develop noise attack-resistant
algorithms [11]. Related research mainly constructs noise-sensitive algorithms or introduce auxiliary information (e.g.,
human-made noise) into the recommendation [12].

Explainability. Users tend to trust a recommendation when provided the appropriate information to understand the
recommendation process and results. Explainable recommender systems [13] not only provide users with personalized
recommendations but also generate descriptions on why the items are recommended. Therefore, explainability improves
both the trustworthiness and transparency of recommendation results. In general, explainable recommender systems
can be classified according to two orthogonal criteria: information source and methodology. Existing work utilizes a
variety of contents, such as features of items/users [14], textual reviews [15], product images [16], and social connection
[17]. And various approaches have been used to generate explanations, e.g., matrix factorization [18], graph-based
models [19], topic models [20], deep learning [21], and association rule mining [22]. In addition, much work exists that
combining different information sources and methods. In this survey, we limit our scope to only deep learning models
and give a thorough analysis of the recent work.

Deep learning techniques have exploded during the recent years. The 2019 Turing Award also recognizes the significant
contribution of deep learning to various machine learning tasks. A recent survey on deep learning-based recommender
systems [1] points out the neural architecture’s ability of being end-to-end differentiable and providing suitable inductive
biases. One significant contribution of deep learning approaches is about the representation learning. For example,
many studies use deep learning to learn compact representations from auxiliary data such as content, tag, images, or
social graph relationships, and then use the compact representations for prediction or combined with traditional matrix
factorization methods [3, 23].

Until now, considerable work has been conducted on applying deep learning into the trust-aware recommendation,
including social-aware recommender systems [24], robust recommender systems [25], and explainable recommendation
[13]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of systemic survey on current deep learning-based
trust-aware recommendation methods. This survey aims to review the trust issue in recommender systems from a deep
learning perspective to fill the gap. We outline three aspects of trust, i.e. social-awareness, robustness, and explainability.
For each aspect, we present the literature review and summarize the related deep learning-based techniques.

The rest of the survey is organized as following. From section 3 to 5, we introduce three categories of trust-aware
recommender systems, respectively. In each section, we first provide an overview of the related methods and then
introduce the technical details of deep learning-based approaches by the type of algorithms. Then, in section 6, we
summarize several challenges of current trust-aware recommendation techniques and provide insights into this field.
The following sections assume readers have the basic understanding of deep learning techniques and concepts of
recommendation techniques.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 A Brief Overview about Recommender Systems

2.1.1 Tasks

Traditional tasks about the recommendation problem include rating prediction and top-k recommendation. For the
rating prediction (or link prediction) problem, the "rating" could be a binary value, e.g., 1 for click or purchase and
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0 for no actions, or a numerical value between a interval (e.g. 1 to 5). For both conditions, predicting the ratings is
to quantify the user’s preferences as ratings. For example, for the matrix factorization based methods [26], the rating
is normally predicted by r̂ = u>v, where u and v are learned latent factors for users and items. And the ways of
learning the latent representation are various. In [27], the authors suppose the latent representations are following
some Gaussian distributions, and they learn such distributions by the maximum a posteriori estimation. While in
[28], the latent representations are learned with neural networks. For the top-k recommendation problem, the goal
of recommender systems are to predict a item list for each user to satisfy his/her taste. The goal of learning-to-rank
is to define a personalized ranking function, and then learn loss functions to improve the ranking performance in the
top-k recommendation problem. For example, in [29], a ranking-oriented approach has been proposed to measure
confidence for each user-item pair and improve the matrix factorization method for top-k recommendation. A Bayesian
Personalized Ranking (BPR) algorithm is proposed to direct learn the ranking relation based on implicit feedback for
top-K recommendation [30].

2.1.2 Methods

From the perspective of the used techniques, recommender system can be roughly categorized into content-based,
collaborative filtering-based and hybrid methods. Content-based methods use user’s or item’s profiles to provide
a recommendation list. For example, with utilizing the user profiles, the system can simply display recently visited
items to facilitate the user returning to these items, or filter out from a recommendation system an item that the user
has already purchased or read [31]. In [32], they authors incorporate not only topic modeling to mine item content
but also social matrix factorization to handle ratings and social relationships for recommendation. Collaborative
filtering methods make recommendations by learning from user-item historical interactions, either explicit (e.g. user’s
previous ratings) or implicit feedback (e.g. browsing history), which employ the preferences of a set of users so similar
to the target user in the recommendation process. To this aim, several research efforts have been made to propose
similarity measures so as to identify these users[33], e.g. leveraging user-user relations or inter-item similarities. CF
methods discover hidden preferences of users from past activities of users, i.e., the user-item rating matrix, to make
recommendations. However, CF approaches, including matrix factorization methods [27, 26], suffer from data sparsity
and cold start issues[34]. For example, matrix factorization techniques cannot effectively learn the latent feature vectors
for users with only a few ratings or newly added items. Nonetheless, matrix factorization techniques offer a flexible
framework to incorporate additional sources of information to alleviate data sparsity and cold start issues[35].

2.1.3 Challenges

Several challenges about recommender system are the data sparsity problem, the cold-start problem, the scaling
issues, and the trust problem discussed in this survey. For example, in real-world applications like e-commerce
websites, there are a vast number of users and items, but the user-item rating matrix which stores the numerical ratings
on items by users is usually very sparse, which is called data sparsity problem. The cold-start problem may occur
for some new users, thus the system cannot provide satisfactory recommendations due to the insufficient information.
Different from data sparsity problem, the recommender could also face scaling issues when use some memory-based
techniques. For example, it is computationally expensive to generate recommendation using user-based collaborative
filtering methods. This is caused by the computation of similarity between all the users or items. It is obvious that the
larger the numbers of users and items are, the more time-consuming it will be when computing similarities [33].

2.2 Deep Learning for Recommendation

Deep learning (DL)-based techniques, which have shown the effectiveness in representation learning, have been adopted
in many application fields, such as computer vision[36] and natural language processing[37]. Such attractive features
also impact on the research for recommender systems, where a large volume of work has dedicated to deep learning
based recommender systems in recent years. Please check [1] for details about deep learning based recommender
systems. To roughly classify the DL-based recommender systems, the DL could be used for: representation learning,
predictive learning and generative learning.

Representation learning. Many studies use deep learning to learn compact representations from auxiliary data such as
content, tag, images, or social graph relationships, and then use the compact representations for prediction or combined
with traditional matrix [3]. For example, the autoencoder can be used for learning the compact representation for items
and users with the bottleneck layer [38, 39]; convolutional neural network (CNN) can be used for extracting information
from images or social graphs [40, 23]; recurrent neural network (RNN) can learn the textual information or capture the
dynamic user interest[41, 42]; etc.

.
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Predictive learning. A predictive model is either a classification model for predicting the user’s preference or a
regression model that generates the potential ratings. For example, the prediction for ratings could be a simple multilayer
perceptron with learning the representations from the users and items[43]. The encoder part of the autoencoder, which is
trying to reconstruct inputs, can be also regarded as a predictor for ratings[38]. Attention mechanisms, which learn the
weights for inputs, can be used for enhancing the performance by emphasis more on the helpful parts of inputs[44, 45].

Generative learning. The generative learning for recommender systems is majorly using generative models, e.g.
variational autoencoders (VAE) and generative adversarial neural network (GAN), for producing the potential ratings or
scores. For example, the generative adversarial neural network, which include a generator and a discriminator, can
produce samples with similar distribution toward real instances by training two operator simultaneously in a minimax
game framework[46]. This property can be used for generating the ratings or dealing with missing values when meet
recommendation problems[47, 48]. For example, Wang et al. [49] proposed using GAN to generate negative samples
for the memory network based streaming recommender system. In [50], the authors proposed UGAN to capture the
pattern of the original data input and generate similar user profiles, which provides a promising way to mitigate the
adverse impact of missing data.

3 Social-aware Recommender Systems

3.1 Overview

Social relations have proven helpful in boosting recommendation performance and thus has attracted much attention
these years [51]. Social recommendation techniques make use of the user-user trust social links to complement the
sparse rating data and thus improve the user preference prediction by considering not only the user rating behavior but
also the preference of the user trusted neighbors. Since users usually are interactive with people around them, social
relations can greatly help users filter information and alleviate the cold start problem.

3.1.1 Problem Definition

Suppose {u|u ∈ U} is a list of M users, {i|i ∈ I} is a list of N items, and R is the user-item rating matrix, where
rui ∈ R is the rating by user u for item i. We denote by tuv (t ∈ T ) the trust relationship between user u ∈ U and user
v ∈ V , where T is the user-user trust relationship matrix. Besides, we denote item description and user feedback by Du

and Di. Each element in Du and Di is a feature vector denoted by d∗. Rating-based recommendation tasks aim to
predict a rating r̂ui of user u on an unknown item i,

r̂ = f(R, T,Du, Di) (1)

where f links the given information to ratings in a fixed range, e.g., [0,5].

In contrast, rank-based tasks aim to provide a user u top-K items with the highest score sui, which capture users’
preference.

ŝ = f(R, T,Du, Di) (2)

3.1.2 Traditional Methods

Traditional methods for social-aware recommendation include memory-based methods and model-based methods. The
memory-based methods deduce ratings of a targeted user via trust propagation based on ratings of its friends [52]. For
example, Jamali and Ester [53] combine TrustWalker [54] with neighborhood collaborative filtering. They first run
random walks on the trust network and then perform a probabilistic item selection strategy to generate recommendations.
Similarly, Zhang et al. [55] extract reliable social information from user feedback and use top-k identified friends to infer
the user preferences. Matrix factorization is probably the most widely used technique for model-based social-aware
recommendation. Wen et al. [56] learn vector representations of social relations via node2vec[57] and then combine
them with rating history to conduct matrix factorization. Zhao et al. [58] present a trust-based Bayesian personalized
Ranking approach to incorporate trust friendship. They assume the friends preference will affect the users decisions,
i.e. the user will give higher ranks to items that preferred by their friends. Guo et al. [2] use a SVD++[59] based
methods with considering the user preference and friend’s influence. Ahn et al. [60] provide the theoretical support for
considering social relationships in recommender systems.

Deep learning-based social-aware recommendation methods diverge in three types: regularization methods minimize
the distances of latent features between trusted users and maximize the latent features’ distances between distrusted
users to reflect social proximity; ensemble methods generate a new rating from the ratings of both a user and its social
network; and co-factorization methods assume users should share the same user preference in rating and social space
[61].
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We summarize various techniques for social-aware recommender systems, including autoencoder, recurrent neural
network (RNN), graph neural network (GNN), generative models (GM), and hybrid methods, in Table 1.

Table 1: A Summary for Social-aware Recommender Systems

Method Regularization Ensemble Co-factorization Others
Autoencoder [62] [3],[63],[64],[65] [62] [66]

RNN - [44, 41] - -
GNN - [51, 41, 67, 52] [7] [68]
GM - [69],[70] - -

Hybrid Methods - [40],[71],[72],[73],[74] - [23, 58, 75]
Others - [76],[77],[78],[20] - [79, 80, 56, 81]

3.2 Autoencoder-based Methods

Autoencoder is a type of artificial neural network for learning compressed representations (encodings) for a set of
high-dimensional data [65]. Autoencoders can help recommendation with either learning latent factors of users and
items (encoder) or reconstructing user’s preferences (decoder). For the former one, the learned latent representations
are normally further cooperated with other methods for prediction. For example, Deng et al. [65] use the learned
latent factors as the initialization of matrix factorization. For the latter one, the decoder of the autoencoder is inferring
the potential ratings from the user rating records through a narrow network, where the bottleneck of the network is
representing the latent representation of the user rating records [3]. For the social recommendation problem, where
we have both user-item rating matrix and user-user trust networks, we also divide the autoencoder based methods into
the two aforementioned categories: use reconstructed input for recommendation and use latent representation for
recommendation.

3.2.1 Using Reconstructed Input for Recommendation

This type of method learns from dense representation and reconstructs input as predictions for recommendation. A
key problem for this type of method in social-aware recommendation problems is the way of learning and aggregating
representations from the social and rating information.

One way is to learn an ensemble representation of the two types of information for prediction. For example, Pan et
al. [3] balance the contributions of the two representations learnt from social relationships and rating history via a
weighted layer (Figure 1 (a)). They then use a correlative regularization to exchange information [3] and the unified
latent representation to predict user ratings and trust relationships. Wang et al. [63], instead, directly concatenate the
two latent representations for recommendation (Figure 1 (b)).

Another idea is to assume that a user’s social representation share the same representation with the user’s rating
representation. For example, Nisha et al. [62] generate a list of trusted users and minimize the distance between their
social representation to learn users’s social representations. They first use an autoencoder to encode users’ rating patterns
and item’s history rating patterns and then decode the learned representations for recommendation (marked as yellow in
Figure 1 (c)). They also use a regularization item to control the distance between the user’s social representation and the
user’s rating representation when training the autoencoder.

3.2.2 Using Latent Representation for Recommendation

Another idea for utilizing autoencoder for social-aware recommendation is to combine the learned latent representation
with other methods. For example, Rafailidis et al. [66] learn user latent representations from the social relationships
via deep autoencoders and then use the latent factors in matrix factorization (Figure 1 (d)). Liu et al. [72] use stacked
denoising autoencoder (SDAE) [82] to learn the social information. The input of SDAE is from K friends of a given
user, and each friend is represented by a vector. By aggregating the information from all friends, a condense vector is
used for representing the user, see Figure 1 (e). Such representation vector is further combined with other methods for
recommendation. Similarly, Wu et al.[64] use autoencoder to extract the compact representation of the social network
and predict ratings by aggregating user information and item information via several fully connected neural network
layers (Figure 1 (f)).
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Figure 1: Autoencoder for social-aware recommendation. The figures are from (a) Pan et al. [3], (b) Wang et al. [63],
(c), Nisha et al. [62], (d) Rafailidis et al. [66], (e) Liu et al. [72], and (f) Wu et al. [64].

Figure 2: Recurrent neural network for social-aware recommendation. (Sun et al. [44])

3.3 RNN-based Methods

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) has shown its power in dealing with sequential data, e.g., textual [83] and time-series
data [84]. RNN-based methods generally target in dynamic user behaviors [85], preferences[86, 87] or the side
information [88]. Such methods majorly uses RNN to capture the sequential information and then learn a temporal or
concrete representation for further uses. For example, Song et al.[41] capture the users’ current preferences with RNN
based methods and concatenate such information with user’s history clicks as the representation for users.

For social-aware recommendation problem, RNN can extract user’s temporal preferences and temporal biases of friends.
For example, Amy liked painting last year and so as her friend Sarah. She was influenced by Sarah’s preferences that
she bought a painter with the same brand as Sarah’s. This year, Amy starts to learn guitar, then she may infer other
friends’ preferences who are good at playing the guitar. Sun et al. [44] propose a recurrent network based model
with attention for temporal recommendation (see Figure 2). The method includes a static part, which captures the
insistent user preference, and a dynamic part that captures the dynamic user preference. For the static part, the static
social attention module is applied for selecting the static social relationships for each user, and then aggregates these
social relationships together for enriching the user’s representation vector. For the dynamic part, a LSTM module is
implemented for capturing the complex temporal latent representation of users, i.e. consider the social influences into
the temporal preference modeling. Each part will predict a user preference score, and the final rating prediction is the
sum of the scores from the two parts.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Graph Neural Network for social-aware recommendation from (a) Fan et al.[51] and (b) Song et al. [41].

3.4 GNN-based Methods

Graph neural network (GNN) has shown the effectiveness in learning on graphical data by the power of integrating
node information and topological structures. As such, for social-aware recommendation problems, GNN has a great
potential for mining the social graph structures and user-item graph; where a key is utilizing the GNN to learn the latent
factors of users and items [51]. For example, Fan et al. [51] consider to learn the user latent factor and item latent
factor via GNNs first, and then concatenate the two latent factors for the final rating prediction (Figure 3 (a)). For the
user modeling, the user latent factor is the concatenation of item aggregation and social aggregation. The process of
item aggregation is aggregating the user rating histories toward different items (the representation for each item is the
combination of item-vector and the item rating) with attention algorithms; and the process of social aggregation is
aggregating the user’s friends rating histories (for each friend the representation is the reconstruction of user-item vector)
with attention algorithms. For the item modeling, the item latent factor is the aggregation of other users’ historical
ratings toward the target item.

Instead of static modeling of social relationships, the inference by friends may also change along with time. In
this regard, Song et al. [41] consider a dynamic situation that users’ interests are dynamically influenced by the
social relationships – the preferences of the friends may change differently among different periods. They propose a
session-based social recommendation algorithm, which models dynamic interests and dynamic social influences. The
whole structure is shown in Figure 3 (b). The model captures the user’s current preferences by a RNN module, which
models the user’s historical actions, such as clicks. For modeling the friends’ interests, the authors considered both
short-term and long-term preferences, where short-term preference is modeled by RNN with capturing the current
session’s preference and long-term preferences capture the average interests. Then, each friend is represented by a
concatenation of the short-term and long-term preferences. To learn social-aware user representation, the authors
use an attention algorithm (which is learned by the similarity between the target user and the friends) to leverage
the importance of the social relationships and then aggregate them with different weights. Then, they combine the
social-aware user representation with the dynamic user interest. The probability distribution of recommending items is
the softmax of the similarities between item embeddings and user hybrid representation.

As one type of graph neural network, Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) has been widely applied in recent
social-aware recommendation studies due to the effectiveness in mining social relationships. Different to graph neural
network, GCN generates the node embedding in a view of message passing or information diffusion[7], which can
encode the graph structure information as low-dimensional representations. Specifically, the embedding for each
node is the aggregation of the information from the neighborhoods; the embedding of the neighbors is further learned
from the neighbors of the neighbors, and so on. For example, in [68], the authors represent the node in graph with a
two-layer graph convolutional neural network (see Figure 4 (a)). In details, the embedding for a node (i.e., an item) is
the aggregation of feature information (e.g., visual, textual features) from the node’s local graph neighborhood. Each
aggregation module learns how to aggregate information from a small graph neighborhood, and by stacking multiple
such modules. Then, these embeddings are then used for recommender system candidate generation via nearest neighbor
lookup or as features in machine learning systems for ranking the candidates. In [7], the authors assume that the user
preference is modeled as the inner product of user and items embeddings. They first initialize the user embedding and
item embedding, where each is the combination of descriptive features (such as user profiles and item descriptions)
and free basic latent vector. Then, they model the diffusion of the user preferences as in layer-wise diffusion manner.
Figure 4 (b) shows the details. Similarly, Wu et al.[52] assume that the representation of a user can be learned from
a user-specific latent vector and the user’s history rating records, which is called item-based user embedding; and
the representation of an item can be learned from an item-specific latent vector and the users who rated it, which is
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: Graph Convolutional Network for social-aware recommendation from (a) Ying et al. [68], (b) Wu et al. [7],
and (c) Wu et al. [52].

called user-based item embedding (check Figure 4 (c)). For learning the hybrid representation from embeddings with
graph structures, the authors tried to use Graph Attention Network (GAT) based approach. Traditional GCN treat each
neighbor equally and aggregate the embedding information without balancing them. Thus, the authors implement GAT,
which leverages the attention mechanism to balance the significance of the neighbors, enhance the model to focus on
important input, and improve the robustness of the model with filtering noise. In details, for an item (a user), the authors
first learn its static attribute factor (user static preference factor) from the item embedding (user embedding and user
relationships) and then learn a user-context-aware item factor (item-context-aware user factor) as a dynamic attribute
factor (dynamic preference factor). And then they fuse the four factors (the static factor and dynamic factor for user and
item) into a synthetic representation by a policy-based fusion layer, and the prediction is made based on it.

3.5 Generative Models

Generative models classically describe models of joint distribution with data and labels. It will be taken to produce
new samples with mechanisms sampling from the real data. The two most common types of generative models are
generative adversarial nets (GANs)[46] and Variational Autoencoders (VAEs)[89].

3.5.1 GAN-based Methods

Generative Adversarial Network (GAN), which includes a generator and a discriminator to conduct adversarial learning,
has shown the effectiveness across various domains due to the ability of learning data probabilistic distribution and
generating new samples. The generator attacks the discriminator by generating new samples with similar distribution as
real samples; and the discriminator is distinguishing the source of the samples, i.e. whether the sample is coming from
real cases or generated cases. Then, a min-max game is played between the two processors, which can promote both
of the two models. This is known as adversarial training. When it comes to the recommendation problem, generative
models are normally applied for i) predicting missing values and ii) enhancing the representation of items and users. For
example, Wang et al. [50] use a generative model to generate simulated user preference distribution of real data. The
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5: Generative models for social-aware recommendation from (a) Fan et al.[69], (b) Karamanolakis et al. [90],
and (c) Xiao et al. [70]

performance of the generative model is improved by maximizing the classification loss, and the training will be stopped
until producing promising generative predicted ratings. For the social-aware recommendation problem, the critical
problems are the way of learning information from trust relationships and the way of combining such trust information
with rating history. Fan et al. [69] design two adversarial learning modules for enhancing the user representations in the
user-item rating part and the social part. In details, for each part, a discriminator is designed for distinguishing the real
instances and the generated samples, and a generator is designed for modeling the actual conditional distribution for a
given user. For adaptively enhancing the representations in two parts, they utilize a bidirectional mapping between the
two parts, where in each iteration, the user’s social representation will be updated by a nonlinear mapping operation
from rating pattern representation, and then updated by the domain adversarial trainer; likewise, the user’s rating pattern
representation will be updated with the trained social representation, and then be following with the domain-specific
training, see Figure 5 (a) for details.

3.5.2 VAE-based Methods

Similar to autoencoder-based methods, variational autoencodesr can be used for predicting missing values or learning
comprehensive representations. For the former task, the VAE predicts item ratings/scores by inferring the latent factors
[90]. It consists of three parts: a bag-of-items vector iu by user u is provided as input to the decoder; a latent user vector
zu is sampled from a Gaussian distribution with parameters specified by the encoder; and a new bag-of-items vector ĩu
see 5 (b). For the latter, the VAE learns representation for users or items. For example, Xiao et al.[70] consider three
types of information for recommendation: user-trust relationship, user-item rating history, and item content information.
For representing the users, each user is represented by the aggregation of trusted users. For representing the items, the
content information for items is considered, where a variational autoencoder model is used to learn the latent patterns
for content information. Such latent patterns are used to represent the items. Then, they consider using traditional
matrix factorization method for predicting the user-item ratings. The graph structure can be noted in figure 5 (c).
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3.6 Hybrid Methods

For bridging the advantages of the above models for enhancing the recommendation performance, several hybrid models
are proposed. The hybrid models may adopt hybrid algorithms or multiple types of input for recommendation.

According to the research targets and characteristics of features, multiple algorithms may apply. For example, RNN
based methods are widely applied for dealing with session-based recommendation problem, and autoencoder is good at
extracting a condense representation of input. Then for solving a session-based trust-aware recommendation problem,
such two methods can be applied together. Liu et al. [72] consider that user’s preferences are changing over time.
They use a stacked denoising autoencoder to learn the user representation, which is the aggregation of the friends’
representations, at each time step. Then, such representation is used as the input of the LSTM module for predicting
user’s current preference. A stacked LSTM for predicting the user’s whole time preferences. See Figure 6 (a).

For recommendation problems such as image recommendation and movie recommendation, the auxiliary information
will be considered. Wu et al. [40] target an image recommendation problem. For the image information, they use
CNNs for learning the embedded representation. Besides for the images, they consider three auxiliary information: user
upload history, social influence, and creator admiration. They use an attention model to leverage such three aspects.
The user’s preference is represented by the aggregation of all the information. And the rating prediction is based on the
product of item embedding and user’s preference vector, see Figure 6 (b). Zhao et al. [58] design a heterogeneous
social-aware movie recommender system by exploiting multi-modal movie contents (i.e. images and corresponding
descriptions), users’ social relations and their relative preference feedback. The goal of the model is providing top-K
movies for recommendation, where the rank for movies is a ranking score of the given user and item, which is calculated
on the representations for the user and item. For learning a sharing item representation with both movie images and
descriptions, they use a multi-modal learning approach: a deep convolutional neural network for the images and a
deep recurrent neural network for the descriptions. The representations for users, which is the aggregation of friend
relationships, are learned via DeepWalk[91]. Monti et al. [23] propose two different ways of predicting the user-item
rating matrix. The first one is Recurrent Multi-Graph CNN (RMGCNN) architecture, see the top figure of Figure6 (c),
which operates on the user-item matrix and operates simultaneously on the rows and columns. Both of the users and
items are learned via Multi-Graph CNNs: the users are modeled by their relationships, and the items are modeled with
the images. Then, the whole rating matrix X is learned by RNN model step by step, until provides stable predictions.
For the second method, which is called Separable Recurrent MGCNN (sRMGCNN), operates separately on the rows
and columns of the matrix, see the bottom figure of Figure6 (c). Gao et al. [73] consider a video recommendation
problem. They propose a dynamic RNN to capture the user dynamic preference by considering the video information,
user interest, and user social relationships. The video semantic embedding includes visual features and textual features,
which are learned by pre-trained deep models. User interest modeling is based on the user view history, which is learned
by topic modeling. As for the user social relationship mining, see Figure 6 (d).

3.7 Others

3.7.1 Attention-based Methods

Informally, a neural attention mechanism enables the neural network focus on a subset of its input (or features), i.e.
assigns different weights to the input. For example, for the machine translation problem, it allows the machine translator
to look over all the information the original sentence holds, then generate the proper word according to current word it
works on and the context[92]. Now the attention mechanism is popular in many other areas, such as object recognition
and image caption[93]. There is limited work only emphasises on discussing the effectiveness of applying an attention
mechanism into recommender systems; but on the contrast, as an enhancing module, the attention can work well when
incorporated with other models for recommendation[1].

For the social-aware recommender system, the attention mechanism could be used for balancing the friends influences.
For example, Chen et al. [76] consider the problem that the influence of user’s friends should be different and dynamic.
For different items, the user may infer different friends preferences. Thus, they propose a hierarchical attention module
for the recommendation. First, each friend’s representation is built on the user embedding and friend embedding, and
is learned by attention mechanism. Then, for different friends, the authors also applied an attention mechanism for
balancing friends’ influences to get a final user representation. This user representation is then multiplied with item
representation as a score for ranking. Rafailidis and Weiss [77] propose a similar structure that considers a subset of
friends and uses an attention mechanism for social collaborative filtering.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Hybrid methods for social-aware recommendation from (a) Liu et al. [72], (b) Wu et al. [40], (c) Monti et al.
[23], and (d) Gao et al. [73].

3.7.2 Combining with Matrix Factorization

Traditional matrix factorization methods is predicting the ratings/scores by multiplying the latent representations of
users hu and items hi, i.e. r̂ui = h>u · hi. The difference between deep matrix factorization methods and traditional
ones is that the latent representation learning is implemented with deep learning techniques. For tackling social-aware
recommendation problem, a common way is combining the social influences into the user representation. Fan et al.
[79] learn the social embeddings via node2vec [57], and then use multilayer perceptron for learning the embeddings.
Each user is represented by the social embeddings and an initialized latent factors. Such user representation is further
be used in probabilistic matrix factorization [27]. Bao et al. [71] use an attentive way for learning social influences.
They first use autoencoder to learn compact representation of neighbors, where each neighbor is represented by hv.
Then the social influences for user u is modeled by hT = Σv∈V αv · hv; α is the attention value. Then the user latent
representation is given by r̂ui = (βhu + (1 − β)hT )> · hi, where β is a self-defined hyper-parameter. In [80], the
authors argue that the matrix factorization method could be represented with a shallow neural network model. They
consider a cross-domain recommendation problem[94], where they are trying to recommend a top-K items list from
information-domain to users in social-domain. Specifically, they use a deep collaborative filtering model to predict the
user preference ŝui, which is calculated by the latent user representation hu and latent item representation hi. Both of
the latent representations are learned from the initial embedding vector and attribute vectors (i.e. the hashtags). Then,
the prediction of user-item interaction is further enhanced by integrating the social relationships: the intuition that users
with strong connections are more likely to share similar tastes on items. The processing is minimizing the user latent
representation gap between strongly connected users.

3.7.3 Others

Xiao et al. [78] propose a SVD++[59] based model for recommendation. The inputs for the network are user’s
representation hu, item’s representation hi and user’s social representation ht. They incorporate the social relationships
by considering both its latent representation and the interaction with items. The following layer is represented as the
concatenation of the above information, i.e. [hu, hi, ht, f(hu, hi), f(hi, ht)], where f is representing several neural
networks. The prediction is made after a few fully connected layers.

3.8 Summary

To summarize, deep learning based social-aware recommendation algorithms have shown their effectiveness in different
tasks. Different to traditional methods, deep learning based techniques need less manual extracted features and have
the advances in grasping complex latent feature interactions. It is a trend to incorporate traditional recommendation
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methods with deep learning methods, e.g., graph neural network, which can leverage both advantages. Although
effective, current deep learning based social-aware recommendation algorithms have the following challenges.

• The quality and the quantity of the social links. For example, in most of the recommender systems, it is hard
to get explicit and reliable links since a few amount of users indicate their social relationships.

• Most of the current works model the trust relationships with shallow model and ignore the high-order
interactions among each users’ friends. It’s possible for a user to take all the opinions of his friends into
account and then come out his own thinking rather than linearly combine all of them.

• The assumption that user shares similar tastes with friends may mislead the recommendation. For example, a
user can connect with people who have different shopping preferences.

• Most of existing approaches ignore that users have different knowledge in different domains.

Table 2 shows some widely used datasets for the social-aware recommender systems[95], which are taken from popular
social networking websites3.

Table 2: Commonly used datasets for social-aware recommendation

Dataset Ciao Epinions FilmTrust Flixster Douban
# of Users 7,317 18,088 1508 147,612 129,490
# of Items 104,975 261,649 2071 48,794 58,541

# of Ratings 283,319 764,352 35,497 8,196,077 16,830,839
Density (ratings) 0.0368% 0.0161% 1.1366% 0.1138% 0.2220%

# of Social relations 111,781 355,813 1,853 7,058,819 1,711,780
Density (social relations) 0.2087% 0.1087% 0.0815% 0.0324% 0.0102%

4 Robustness of Recommender Systems

4.1 Overview

The recommender systems promote the efficiency and benefits for both customers and merchants. Although effective,
the recommendation schemes are vulnerable to shilling attacks or noise. For example, merchants may hire a group
of spammers to insert their profiles and fake ratings into the systems, which will affect the performance of the
recommendation[25] and also the customer’s trust on recommender systems. Detecting such attacks and designing a
robust recommender system are very important. Generally, researches in this field include shilling attack detection
techniques and robust recommender systems.

4.1.1 Attack Types

The shilling attacks can be classified by the type of attackers, the intent for the attack, the knowledge of the attack,
etc. For example, according to the intention, the attacks can be categorized into push attack, nuke attack, and random
attack[11]. The first intends to increase the popularity of the items while the second intends to decrease the popularity.
According to the knowledge-cost, the attacks diverge into high-knowledge attack, i.e., the attackers get some knowledge
about other normal users, and low-knowledge attack.

The attack profile consists of the history rated items and generally includes four parts: the target items, selected items,
filler items and unrated items. The target items IT , which will be either "push" or "nuke" ratings, are rated with a rating
function σT . The selected items IS are rated by the attacker with particular intentions, e.g. the group attacks. The filler
items IF include randomly chosen items that to make the profile look normal and harder to detect. Also, We denote the
unrated items by IU [11]. Different parts may have different generative functions for getting the ratings.

4.1.2 Research Fields

The two directions to reduce the effects of shilling attacks on recommender systems include shilling attack detection
techniques and robust algorithms. The former is first detecting the attacks, filtering the attack profiles, and then
constructing the recommender systems. The latter refers to construct attack-resistant recommender systems, i.e., robust
recommendation methods[11].

3The links for each dataset can be found in the Librec website https://librec.net/datasets.html
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Figure 7: The general components of an attacker profile

Shilling Attack Detection Algorithms are mainly discussing the way of detecting malicious user files. According
to the research targets, the shilling attack detection algorithms can be used for detecting point (personal) attacks or
collaborative (group) attacks. The point attacks may represent an irregularity or deviation that happens randomly and
may have no particular interpretation. Also, according to the nature of input data, we may utilize sequential (e.g., textual
information and time series) or non-sequential data ((e.g., images, user profiles). Techniques used for shilling attack
detection can be roughly classified into statistical methods, supervised classification methods, semi-supervised methods,
and unsupervised clustering methods. The statistical methods are focusing on detecting the outlier items. For example,
statistical testing is used for identifying the differences between the sample distribution. Zou et al. [8] introduce a
probabilistic inference network and the Belief Propagation (BP) algorithm [96] to perform inference efficiently. For the
supervised classification methods, most of the work conducts feature engineering first and then design the algorithms.
Features such as rating deviation, the similarity with top neighbors are considered. For example, Yang et al. [9] propose
three new features, i.e., the filler size with maximum, minimum and average ratings, on filler or selected items to identify
the attack profiles. The features are analyzed with statistical tests and classified by a variant of AdaBoost method.
Unsupervised clustering approach is normally clustering the users into groups and then eliminate the suspicious users.
For example, Bhaumik et al. [10] apply k-means clustering on user profiles and identify the small clusters as attacker
groups.

Robustness of Recommender Systems are focusing on developing attack-resistant systems, which is trying to reduce
the influence of shilling attacks. Current robust recommendation algorithms mainly lie on two aspects: constructing
robust algorithms or taking trust relationships into consideration. We have discussed the latter one in the previous
section. Thus, here, we majorly introduce the former one: robust algorithms for recommendation. Some work adopts
matrix factorization for the methods. For example, Alonso et al. [97] use matrix factorization based method to identify
the shilling attacks. According to the observation that fake ratings are occurred during a short interval of time, they
assume that malicious profiles will affect the reliability of the model in an anomalous way. They use two matrix
factorization models to obtain the real prediction errors and the estimated prediction errors; the second error is used
for evaluating the prediction reliability. Zhang et al. [98] incorporate the R1-norm into the loss function to improve
the robustness. They claim that the squared error function is sensitive to large residuals. Yu et al. [99] design a robust
matrix factorization model with kernel mapping and kernel distance. He et al. [47] consider to improve the robustness
of the recommender system by adding an adversarial module to the training.

4.2 Deep Learning-based Shilling Attack Detection Algorithms

For shilling attack detection problem, a key point is to evaluate the suspiciousness of users, posts and reviews. One
advantage of using deep learning for detecting the shilling attacks is its capability of capturing complex structures in the
data. Also, there is a need for large-scale detection techniques as the volume of data increases in the real world cases.
Different from traditional methods, deep learning-based approaches need less manually defined features and thus solve
the problem in an end-to-end trainable way[100].

Some use convolutional neural networks for mining the local features. Convolutional neural networks work as feature
extractor; it can learn from local representations and map these representations into higher or lower dimensional repre-
sentations for further uses[101]. Many studies mine textual information for detecting the suspicious ratings/reviews[102].
For example, Zhang et al. [103] propose a deep model to identify the review spam. They assume the fraudulent users
lack real experience, while the normal users are with real experience; then, the textual information should indicate
different patterns between the fraudulent users and normal users. Li et al. [104] use word vector to represent the textual
features, and use CNN to learn the semantic representation. Some work also considers the user’s behaviors [105]. Wang
et al. [106] consider the cold-start problem for new-coming users. They use CNN to learn the embedding from both
textual and behavioral information.
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Some use RNN-based methods for targeting the sequence input. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which has the
function of memory, has shown its efficiency for processing sequential information. The following work, such as Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU)[107] and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)[108] are further designed for solving the gradient
vanishing problems. As for detecting malicious ratings or reviews, the RNN based methods are used for learning
sequential patterns such as texts and time series. For example, Ren et al. [109] use CNN to learn from words and use a
bidirectional-GRU for learning the sentences. The learned representation is further be used for prediction. Similarly,
Wang et al. [110] use LSTM to learn from texts.

Some consider hybrid methods or multiple inputs. For example, Wang et al. [111] propose a hybrid method that
learns from both the review content and product information. They use a tensor factorization algorithm to learn the
latent representations from reviews and products. Then, the learned representations are further combined with deep
learning-based classifiers. Dong et al. [112] use autoencoder to extract latent representations from textual information
and user behavioral patterns. Aghakhani et al. [113] improve model performance by adding adversarial noises.

4.3 Deep Learning for Robustness of Recommender Systems

4.3.1 Introducing noises to recommender systems

An intuition way for enhancing the robustness of recommender systems is adding noises in the recommendation training
process. By doing so, the model is forced to learn robust parameters to improve the denoising capability.

Randomly generalized noises. Some may add man-made noise into the input. For example, the model may be added
with extra bias terms; the inputs are corrupted before feeding in the models. By doing so, the model is forced to learn
the most informative and robust parameters to improve the robustness of the recommender systems. One example is
the denoising auto-encoder (DAE) [12], which corrupts the inputs with adding noises. Wu et al. [114] propose the
collaborative denoising auto-encoder (CDAE) that has similar ideas of DAE. They first corrupt the inputs, i.e. the
ratings, with Gaussian noises, feed the inputs into neural nets and get a dense representation of such corrupted inputs.
The decoder of the model tries to recover the original values of the dense representation and thus predicts the ratings for
recommendation. Strub et al. [39] also corrupt inputs by stacked denoising autoencoders[82]. Besides, they incorporate
the side information, such as the user profile (age and gender) and the movie category, to enhance the robustness of the
model. Wang et al.[115] propose collaborative recurrent autoencoder that integrates RNNs and denoising autoencoder
for recommendation. They design a robust recurrent network to process the item textual information and overcome the
shortage of using man-crafted features. In details, the recurrent network is designed in the autoencoder way, i.e. the
layers in the encoder and decoder are recurrent networks. By doing so, the recurrent autoencoder can learn both the
sequential information and the dense representation of inputs. The learned dense representation is regarded as the item
representation and further combined with user representation for rating prediction. Furthermore, in case of over-fitting,
they design a denoising and a beta-pooling approach.

Adversarial noises. In recent work, some attempt to add adversarial noise to the model to improve the robustness. For
example, He et al. [47] consider to solve the problem by adversarial training based on Bayesian Personalized Ranking.
In details, they corrupt the model parameters with adversarial noises; the adversarial personalized ranking is made
by minimizing the training loss and maximizing the adversarial loss, i.e. to identify the worst case of the corruption.
The model is optimized via stochastic gradient descent. Similarly, Yuan et al.[116] propose an adversarial training
framework for recommendation. The model is designed based on the collaborative denoising autoencoder. Different to
traditional CDAE method that corrupts the inputs, they insert a noise mixing layer into the autoencoders. The addressed
adversarial training strategy includes: a training step to obtain optimal parameters; and a re-training step to minimize
the training loss while maximize the adversarial noise loss. Wang et al. [49] consider a session-based recommendation
problem and design a memory network for storing the long term and short term user preferences. They use generative
adversarial nets to generate negative samples to improve the model parameter inference. Wang et al. [50] propose a
generative adversarial model for recommendation. Similar to generative adversarial network, the model includes two
modules: the generative model simulates the real user profiles by capturing the patterns from the raw datasets; while
the discriminative model tries to identify such generated samples from the real ones. In such case, the generator do
similar work as the malicious users, and the discriminator identifies the malicious content; thus, they promote the both
performance and improve the robustness of the recommender system.

4.3.2 Other Methods

The attention mechanism is able to filter the uninformative information from the input and thus prevent the side effects
of noise. Many works consider to mine informative patterns in user history records. Jhamb et al. [117] examine
from user preferences that they propose Attentive Contextual Denoising Autoencoder and use attention mechanism for
encoding contextual attributes of user preferences. Zhou et al. [118] consider from the heterogeneous user behaviors;
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they use self-attention algorithm for predicting the user preferences by aggregating the different contributions of the user
behaviors. Loyala et al. [119] study the user transitions in different sessions by RNN-based method and use attention
module for learning the more expressive portions of the sequences. Ying et al. [45] also use attention mechanism for a
dynamic situation of user preferences. Two attention layers are utilized to learn user’s long-term preferences and learn
from both long-term and short-term preferences, separately. Liu et al. [120] provide similar ideas for incorporating
long-term and short-term preferences. Some works consider from other patterns. Seo et al. [121] mine the potential
benefits from textual features. They build vector representations of user and item using attention-based CNNs, where
the attention mechanism is used for extracting keywords before the CNN modules; such vector representations will be
further used to predict the ratings. Tay et al. [122] focus on the user-item relationships and use an attention module that
can visualize the model and enhance the model performance with capturing the significant patterns. Chen et al. [123]
propose two attention modules that one for selecting informative components of multimedia items and one for scoring
the item preferences.

Besides, incorporating auxiliary knowledge from other domains, such as social relationships (we have discussed in
section3), can also help improve the robustness of the recommendation.

4.4 Summary

Shilling attacks detection has been the traditional research field to tackle the robustness of recommender systems, by
filtering or removing malicious profiles. Some other work designs robust machine learning methods to neutralize the
malicious profiles impact, e.g. adding man-made noise in the system to improve the robustness. Both ways show the
improvement in the recommendation performance. However, there are still several challenges in this area.

• It is hard to unify such two methods in a trainable end-to-end model for leveraging both capabilities. And
most of the deep learning methods are sensitive to the data resource and the cross-domain conditions.

• Most of the current work does not consider the dynamic conditions, i.e., anomalous behavior may change over
time.

• The anomalies are rare entities in real life. Thus, it is challenging to obtain labels.

5 Explainable Recommender System

5.1 Overview

As another approach to enable trust-aware recommendation, explainable recommender systems address the problem
from a different perspective[13]. Unlike other personalized recommendation algorithms, explainable recommender
systems offer reasons on why the systems provide users with such recommendations and also give guidance to system
designers to improve the recommendation results. It not only improves the effectiveness and user satisfaction of
recommendation systems but also enables the systems to generate trustworthy recommendations. Recently, a host of
explainable recommendation approaches have been proposed, including but not limited to matrix factorization, deep
learning, association rule mining, topic modeling, knowledge-graph models. Despite such variety, these methods can be
divided into two groups in general. Post-hoc [124, 125] methods do not modify the recommendation algorithm itself,
but attempt to explain the results, such as “this item is the most popular" and “people like the same item as you do
also bought." These methods often can not explain the recommendation mechanism, and the diversity of explanations
is limited. On the contrary, Embedded methods [126, 127, 123] design explanation-oriented recommendation models
so that the recommendation process itself can automatically generate explanations which are normally selected from
the side information, e.g., texts or images. In this section, we narrow down our focus on only deep learning models,
which belongs to the family of embedded explanation methods. Deep learning has recently become very successful
in recommendation tasks[1]. Similar to other embedded methods, we find that the majority of recent work based on
deep learning leverages text or image information, e.g., user reviews, product photos, and movie posters for explanation
generation. Most of them are proposed to explain a specific recommendation model, but, recently, some work addresses
the recommendation explainability from a model-agnostic perspective [128, 129]. For instance, Wang et.al.[128]
employs reinforcement learning to explain any recommendation model. Therefore, in this section, we classify the
previous work into five categories: 1. traditional explanation based on collaborative filtering; 2. explanation using
a piece of textual sentence; 3. explanation via visual contents; 4. explanation via temporal dynamics; 5. other deep
learning-based explainable recommendation models.
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Table 3: Summary for Deep Learning-Based Explainable Recommender Systems

Method
Data Type RBM Attentive

CNN
Attentive

RNN
Generative

RNN GAN Memory
Networks Others

Ratings Only [130]

Textual Reviews

[21],
[126],
[131],
[132]

[133]

[134],
[135],
[136],
[137],
[138],
[139]

[128],[140]

Images
[123],
[127],
[141]

[142],
[143]

[144],
[16],
[40]

Temporal Data [135],
[145] [146]

Figure 8: Explainable Restricted Boltzmann Machines: explanations with relevant users (left), conditional RBM for
explainability (right).(Abdollahi and Nasraoui[130])

5.2 Explanation on Collaborative Filtering

In the very early days of recommendation explanation research, collaborative filtering (CF) serves as the fundamental
method for personalized recommendation. CF leverages the users’ implicit or explicit feedback from which explanations
can sometimes be generated in a very straightforward way. For example, in user-based CF, the system decides whether
or not to provide a certain user with an item according to the ratings from his/her neighbors, which can be considered
as a form of explanation. Similarly, in item-based CF, explanations are generated for a target user based on whether
the rating given to an item is similar to the other already-given ratings. However, this is not the case for deep
learning-based CF. Recently, with a number of deep learning-based recommendation models being proposed, the
state-of-the-art performance in various recommendation tasks, such as rating prediction, top-N recommendation, and
sequential recommendation, has been dominated by deep approaches, but most of them lack the ability to explain their
recommendation results because what the deep neural networks have learned is normally hard to interpret. Abdollahi and
Nasraoui [130] focuses on the interpretability of Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) based CF recommendations
without relying on any auxiliary data, such as item content or user attributes. In this paper, similar to the idea of
explainable user-based CF, for each target user, the authors introduce the concept of "explainability score" which is
calculated from the rating distribution inside his neighbors that are determined using the cosine similarity. This score
is ranges from zero to one. Only when a score is greater than zero, the item is explainable for a user. The higher the
score, the more explainability is achieved. Then, the authors employ the conditional RBM model with an additional
visible layer that has exactly the same number of hidden units as the number of items (see figure 8). The output value of
each hidden unit in this layer is limited within 0 and 1, representing the above explainability score. In this way, the
conditional RBM model tends to recommend items that are explainable. In essence, this approach provides explanations
via user-based neighborhoods.

5.3 Explanation on Textual Data

In recommender systems, textual contents are a common and major source of auxiliary information such as user reviews
and product descriptions. Numerous deep learning techniques have been adopted to exploit textual data, such as CNN
[21, 126, 132], RNN [137, 138, 16], and attention mechanism [123, 131, 133]. Among the above methods, CNNs
are often employed for deep feature extraction from text and are combined with an attention mechanism to generate
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explanations[21, 126], while RNNs are often used for textual explanation generation[139, 138]. Here, we review
these deep learning-based explainable recommendation models that exploit textual side information, and analyze their
strengths and weaknesses.

The first group of methods combines CNN with attention mechanism to analyze the textual data. Seo et al. [21]
aggregates all the review texts given by a user and an item respectively to form two sets of representations from which
the abstract features of different users and items are learned via convolutional neural networks with dual attention
mechanism (i.e., global and local attention), as shown in figure 9(a). The predicted ratings are then generated from
the learned features similar to that of matrix factorization. In the meantime, the dual attention networks enable word
focusing in the review texts. Different from the architecture in [21], Chen et al. [126] proposed a neural attentional
regression model with review-level explanations (NARRE) which employs the DeepCoNN network to process the
reviews [147], shown in figure 9(b). Although NARRE uses only a single attention layer on the output of DeepCoNN
network, it is not only capable of generating highly-accurate prediction ratings, but can also choose useful reviews that
offer a form of review-level explanations to the target users. The above two methods use review texts as inputs only. In
other words, they ignore the user-item interactions, and thus fail to completely model the users’ rating behaviors. Wu et
al. [131] proposed a context-aware user-item representation learning model (CARL) to overcome such shortcomings.
CARL fuses two different networks, one for review feature extraction and the other for user-item interaction feature
extraction. To process reviews, CARL employs an attentive CNN neural network, and to model user-item rating
interactions, it adopts a matrix factorization-like approach to learn user/item latent representations. The final predicted
ratings are fused by a dynamic weighting scheme between the outputs of the two networks. Unlike the aforementioned
static methods with attention applied only on textual data, Chen et al. [132] built a dynamic explainable recommender
(DER) by combining a gated recurrent unit (GRU)-based network that models user dynamic ratings with a sentence-level
CNN to profile an item by its reviews. DER applies attention on the mixture of a user’s time-varying preference at
a certain time and the sentence-level features of the item reviews, merging sentence embeddings under "user-aware"
attention weights. Therefore, DER can provide explanations in a dynamic, personalized manner. Despite the model
differences, in all the above approaches, the recommendation explanations are produced in the form of a group of words
with high attention weights to help the user understand the recommendations, shown in figure 9(c)(d).

The second group of methods exploits RNN [148], a very effective family of deep neural networks for natural language
processing. Some approaches introduce attention mechanism into RNNs for similar reasons as the above attentive CNN-
based models to select highly-relevant words from the review texts as explanations [133]. Most existing models take
advantage of the generative ability of RNNs to produce user/item review explanations [135, 136, 139, 134, 137, 138, 16].
Cong et al. [133] proposed a hierarchical attention-based network(HANN) that generates explanations by considering
the contribution of reviews to the overall ratings at two levels, the word level and the review level, shown in figure 10.
HANN is similar to Seo et al. [21] in that HANN replaces the CNN by GRU-RNN. HANN also splits the textual data
into user reviews and item reviews that are further fed into two separate GRU-based deep neural networks, known as
the user net and the item net. Dual attention is adopted, one at word level for intra-review attention and the other at
review level for inter-review attention. Both nets are fused together by fully-connected layers to predict the ratings. In
figure 10(b), the explanations are generated using the attention scores at both levels. The darker the pink color, the
higher the attention score reaches at the review level. Word level attention scores are similarly denoted by the green
color. In this way, HANN extracts useful words from the reviews to form the explanation and meanwhile, globally
distinguishes the effectiveness of reviews on the final predicted rating scores.

Due to the powerful text generation ability of RNNs, a host of RNN-based explainable recommender systems are
proposed to leverage this feature. Costa et al. [134] designed a character-level generative concatenative network based
on LSTM cells [108], where the ground-truth ratings serve as an auxiliary information and are concatenated into the
input layer. Therefore, the model is able to generate reviews following the directions pointed by the rating scores
(figure 11(a)). By adjusting the hyper-parameters, the model is able to provide very natural explanations for human
readers shown in figure 11(e). Instead of generating reviews, Li et al. [135] proposed a multi-task learning model,
i.e. the neural rating and tips generation network (NRT). NRT takes ratings and reviews as context and produces
abstract tips, as shown in figure 11(b). User-item rating pairs are first used to learn the user/item latent factors via
multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) that forms the rating regression network. These latent factors are then fed into a standard
MLP-based review text generation network whose output layer, together with the predict ratings, serves as the context
of a GRU-RNN based tip generation network. The multi-task objective is then composed of the rating regression loss,
the review generation loss, and the tip generation loss. The generated tips are both concise and vivid enough to predict
users’ possible experience and feelings. Another multi-task recommendation model is proposed by Lu et al. [136].
The authors utilize the adversarial sequence to sequence learning technique. The reviews are first encoded into latent
feature vectors using a bidirectional GRU-RNN network and then decoded by a single GRU-RNN network, creating
a review autoencoder structure. This autoencoder is adversarially trained with a CNN-based review discriminator to
identify if a piece of given review is written by user i on item j. Unlike NRT that considers ratings as the context of the
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Figure 9: Examples of attentive CNN networks for explainable recommendation. (a)Dual-attention neural networks
(Seo et al. [21]); (b)Neural attentional regression networks (Zheng et al. [126]); (c) and (d) Words in a user’s review
text annotated according to the learned attention scores(Seo et al. [21]).

Figure 10: An Example of attentive RNN networks for explainable recommendation. (a)Hierarchical attention-based
network (HANN); (b)Explanation analysis of HANN.(Cong et al. [133])
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Figure 11: Examples of generative RNNs for explainable recommendation. (a) Generative concatenative networks,
context-aware generation model and attention enhanced generating model (Ouyang et al. [137]); (b) Neural rating and
tips generation (NRT) network (Li et al. [135]); (c) Multi-task learning model for simultaneous rating prediction and
review generation (Lu et al. [136]); (d) Validation setup of recommendation performance of generated reviews (Ouyang
et al. [137]); (e) Generated textual reviews for explanations. With different parameters, the model generates different
explanations. (Costa et al. [134])

explanation generation process, Lu et al. the latent textual features are fed into a matrix factorization rating prediction
algorithm as the context. Both models are jointly trained using the alternating least squares (ALS) technique [29]
to perform rating prediction and explanation generation. Furthermore, the RNN-generated reviews not only provide
explanations but can also act as inputs for the recommender system. To test whether the generated reviews are more
effective in recommendation than human-written reviews, using DeepCoNN [147] as the recommender, Ouyang et
al. [137] compare human-written reviews with synthetic reviews that are produced at both character and word levels
by popular review generation models (figure 11(d)). Results show that synthetic reviews can carry more consistent
information appropriate to the demands of a recommender system than human-written reviews, justifying the feasibility
and rationality of using generated reviews to explain recommendations. Instead of using reviews or tips as inputs, Zhao
et al. [138] feed user/item side information (e.g., user/item tags, item title, user gender, etc.) into a recurrent attention
generation network to produce reasons for the explainable recommendation in conversation applications. Similarly,
Suzuki et al. [139] adopts a MLP network to encode multicriteria evaluation ratings (e.g., overall rating, location rating,
service quality rating, price rating, etc.) into a latent vector which is then decoded by an attentive LSTM-RNN network
into reviews so that personalized explanations are generated for the predicted ratings.

5.4 Explanation on Visual Data

Compared with textual data, visual contents often contain more information that can be exploited for recommendation
explanations. Most previous image-based recommendation approaches transform images into latent representation
vectors to be incorporated into recommendation algorithms [149, 150, 151, 152]. However, such approaches are hardly
useful in ex planing why a particular item is recommended. Recently, some initial steps have been taken towards visual
explainability of recommendations via exploiting the power of deep learning. Most existing recommendation models
using visual data adopt CNN as the building block, given its popularity and success in processing visual data. Other deep
learning techniques employed to enable explainable recommendations include the attention mechanism [123, 127, 141]
and generative adversarial network (GAN) [143, 142]. Apart from generating explanations from the visual data itself,
some approaches regard images as a source of auxiliary information to help explain the recommendations [16, 144, 40].
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Unlike the textual data based explainable recommendation models, all the above approaches explain the recommendation
results in a straightforward manner.

Similar to those models that leverage attention mechanism for textual data, the first type of visually-explainable
recommender systems applies attentive deep neural networks to select a group of "physical regions" [123, 127] or
"semantic regions" [141] from the images as the explanations. The earliest attempt we can find is from Chen et al.
[123], in which work the attentive, collaborative filtering (ACF) model is proposed via hierarchical attention at both
component level and item level, as shown in figure 12(a). ACF combines the latent factor model with an attentive neural
network that processes the features from items to provide top-N recommendations using implicit feedback. The item
features are extracted by a CNN-based deep network, ResNet-152 [153], from images or video frames. After processed
by the dual attention network, these features are merged with user latent factors via element-wise addition to reflect the
users’ detailed preferences. Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [30] is adopted as the last step to generate the final
recommendations. Figure 12(b) shows an example from the ACF’s results. The explanations are given by the attention
weights where the higher the weights, the more probable the user will like the entire images or the regions of images.
Chen et al. [127] exploits both item images and user’s textual reviews whose features are extracted via VGG-19 and
GRU-RNN, respectively. The VGG-19 produced image features are split into a number of regions which are then passed
through an attention layer for explanation and merged with the item latent factors to represent the items. The user and
item latent factors are combined with the item representation vectors to serve as the inputs of the GRU-RNN network
for review generation. This model is named review-enhanced visually explainable collaborative filtering (Re-VECF),
shown in figure 12(c). Unlike ACF that aims at user representations, Re-VECF focuses on item representations and
uses a single attention layer with the adoption of element-wise multiplication to merge the image features and item
latent factors. Figure 12(d) illustrates some explainable recommendations, where the bolded italic words (e.g., sleeve)
mean that the word generated by Re-VECF was also mentioned in the true review, and the word is aligned to the boxed
area of the image learned by the attention mechanism. Different from the above two approaches that exert attention
on "physical regions" of the images, Hou et al. [141] proposed the Semantic Attribute Explainable Recommender
System (SAERS) to understand users’ semantic preferences via integration of the Fine-grained Preferences Attention
(FPA) mechanism and the Semantic Extraction Network (SEN) for fashion recommendation. SAERS converts each
attribute extracted from a particular region of the clothing images into one dimension in a semantic attribute visual
space. As shown in figure 13(a), SEN consists of the CNN-based ResNet-50 [153] network for semantic attribute
classification and the Gradient-weighted Attribute Activation Maps (Grad-AAM) [154] for location and extraction of
attribute representations in a weakly-supervised manner. The authors then adopt FPA to align the user latent factors
with the semantic attribute visual space. Each user latent factor is concatenated with one transferred semantic attribute
representation vector, upon which the attention mechanism is applied to learn the user’s preferences over different
semantic attributes. Finally, BPR is used for recommendation, where the ratings are predicted via the inner product
of user and item latent factors. Figure 13(b) shows several visual explanation examples from SAERS. The learned
attention weights are demonstrated in the red boxes. The weights indicate how much the user prefers a particular
attribute. For instance, when a dress is recommended to user C, the model explains to her that this dress has a V-shaped
neckline, which is reasonable because according to user C’s purchase history, she has bought three V neckline dresses
before. Therefore, the recommendations are visually explained, improving the trust of the system.

The second type of visual explainable recommendation approaches exploits GAN. Similar to SAERS, Kang et al. [142]
addresses the fashion recommendation by employing the Siamese CNNs [155] to extract “fashion-aware" image features
to give the notations of "style." Although this is enough to provide explanations from a certain aspect, the authors further
adopt conditional GANs [156] to generate images leveraging semantic inputs, where the product’s top-level category is
chosen as the condition. Thus, this approach can generate novel items that is likely to satisfy the users and are not in the
training dataset so that the explanations for a series of recommended items can be summarized into such generated
images. Kumar et al. [143] tackles the pairing problem in fashion recommendation via an enhanced conditional GAN
model called c+GAN. Given one piece of clothing image, the model recommends a set of items that best match the
given clothing in a generative manner. c+GAN modifies the generator with a classical mean squared error (MSE)
loss and also a simplified perceptual loss using discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients of the generated as well
as the target images. A simplified lensing technique [157] to the discriminator is applied to stabilize the generator
training. Equipped with these techniques, c+GAN is able to generate very meaningful fashion items as recommendation
explanations.

Bharadhwaj [144] adopts the content-based similarity approach to recommend images. The authors modify the VGG-16
network by layer-wise relevance propagation [158], which enables relevance conservation at each layer in a pixel-wise
manner. Given the purchase history of the target user (query items), the model can generate a list of other items that
most resemble the query items. The explanations are given by the highlighted pixels that are the most informative for
inferring which items go along well with the query item, shown in figure 14 (a) and (b).
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Figure 12: Examples of attentive CNN networks for explainable recommendation. (a) Attentive collaborative filtering
(ACF) (Chen et al. [123]); (b) Visualization results of the dual level attention given by ACF. At the item-level, the
value under each item represents the attention weight of the item, while for the component-level, a heat map is used to
represent the attention value, in which the darker the color is, the lower its represented attention value is (Chen et al.
[123]); (c) Review-enhanced visually explainable collaborative filtering (Re-VECF) [127]; (d) Generated reviews from
Re-VECF compared with the true reviews [127].

Figure 13: The semantic attribute explainable recommender system (SAERS). (a) The architecture of SAERS; (b)
Examples of the visual explanations from SAERS. (Hou et al. [141])
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Figure 14: Examples of some other image-based recommendations. (a) and (b) Recommendation via layer-wise
relevance propagation. The left-most image is the input query item and the rest are recommendations. On the original
images, the generated heatmaps are shown (Bharadhwaj [144]); (c) Overview of the neural outfit recommendation
(NOR) model; (d) A few examples of recommendations and the corresponding generated comments for explanation
from NOR (Lin et al. [16]).

Other explainable recommender systems consider the visual features extracted via deep neural networks as the auxiliary
information to generate non-visual explanations. Lin et al. [16] applied multi-task learning to recommendation and
proposed the neural outfit recommendation (NOR) model. NOR recommends outfits to users with abstractive comments
generated as explanations. To achieve both tasks, as shown in figure 14 (c), NOR adopts two neural networks, i.e., the
outfit matching network and the comment generation network. Equipped with the mutual attention mechanism, the outfit
matching network utilizes CNNs for visual feature extraction. These abstract visual features are further transformed
into rating scores to predict the most matched outfit. To generate textual explanations from the aforementioned visual
features, the authors exploit the cross-modality attention over the above CNN network and a GRU-RNN network,
leading to the comment generation network. Figure 14 (d) shows some examples from the recommendations produced
by NOR. The recommendation explanations are given in the form of generated comments which are mostly focused on
the general opinions on the matched pair of outfits. Wu et al. [40] exploited the hierarchical attention mechanism in
the field of image recommendation in social networks. The proposed model leverages heterogeneous data, e.g., users’
rating behaviors, social network, upload behaviors, images. And from such complex relationships between users and
images, the model represents these contextual factors as different sets of embeddings. A hierarchical attention network
is then applied to attend differently to various embeddings. Images are represented using their content vectors, extracted
by VGG-19, and their style vectors, generated by a CNN-based synthesis method [159]. However, this model does not
generate explanations straightforwardly, but the recommendations can be intuitively interpreted by the learned attention
weights of different aspects.

5.5 Explanation on Temporal Data

Sequential recommendation takes advantage of the temporal characteristics that exist in user dynamic behaviors to
improve recommendation effectiveness [160]. The temporal aspect provides another dimension to generate explanations
for the recommendations. A user’s history is no longer a collection of unordered items, but a sequence of time-aware
items. The order itself can provide certain explanations. For instance, if item i and j are complementary, a user bought
item j at a certain time might be explained by the fact that this use had bought item i sometime earlier. With such
observation, Li et al. [135] proposed the Neural Attentive Recommendation Machine (NARM) to learn the user’s
primary intention in the current session (figure 15(a)). NARM employs GRU-RNN as the basic building block. NARM
contains a global encoder that interprets the last hidden state in the RNN as the user’s behavior feature, and a local
encoder that interprets all the hidden states in the current session as the user’s primary purpose feature. Attention
mechanism is applied to the local encoder to learn different weights for the hidden states so that the model can tell
which past items contribute more to the future items. The two encoders are then combined as inputs of the decoder,
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Figure 15: Examples of sequential explainable recommender systems. (a) The architecture of neural attentive recom-
mendation machine (NARM) (Li et al. [135]); (b) Heatmap visualization of items weights by NARM (Li et al. [135]);
(c) The network architecture of convolutional sequence embedding recommendation (Caser)(Tang et al. [145]); (d)
Illustration of the vertical convolutional filters in the Caser model (Tang et al. [145]); (e) Illustration of the union-level
pattern extraction ability of the horizontal convolutional filters in the Caser model (Tang et al. [145]).

which predicts the recommendation possibility of each candidate item. In figure 15(b), we can clearly see the effect
of the attention mechanism. In a particular session, the importance of items are reflected by the depth of the colors.
This can give certain explanations on the next recommended items. To be specific, the users’ decision on the next
clicked items are more influenced by those near the end of the session than those at the start, which is consistent with
people’s purchasing or browsing behavior we have noticed in reality. Tang et al. [145] proposed a Convolutional
Sequence Embedding Recommendation Model (Caser) as another solution to the sequential pattern extraction problem.
As shown in figure 15(c), Caser embeds a set of recent items into a two dimensional matrix whose dimensions represent
the time and latent feature respectively. Two convolutional filters, one vertical and the other horizontal, are then
applied onto this matrix to learn sequential patterns that are expressed as local features. The two filters capture patterns
at different levels. Horizontal filters aim for union-level patterns via unifying the data into multiple sizes, while
vertical filters aim for point-level sequential patterns by calculating the weighted sums using the previous items’ latent
representations. For clarity, visualization of vertical filters is shown in figure 14(d) that reflects the importance of
different past items. Union-level sequential patterns can be effectively extracted by the horizontal filters (figure 14(e)),
where the recommended R̂3 (ground truth) is generated by the union of S3, S4 and S5 due to the same genre they
belong to. If any of S3, S4 and S5 is masked in the horizontal filters, the ranking position of R̂3 is largely reduced.
Chen et al. [146] took advantage of the memory mechanism for long-term memory and integrated collaborative filtering
into a memory-augmented neural network (MANN). MANN stores and updates users’ historical records explicitly and
is also able to extract the intuitive patterns of how users’ future actions are influenced by their previous decisions and
behaviors. Shown in figure 16, MANN can capture two different types of sequential patterns. "One-to-one" behavior
pattern generates sequences where the next action is only influenced by the most recent action. "One-to-multiple"
behavior pattern generates sequences where a set of continuous behaviors are influenced by the same previous action.
Both patterns can be widely observed in practice. For example, when browsing web pages, one may keep following the
related links on each page and form a "one-to-one" pattern, and when searching key words through a search engine, one
may browse multiple pages related to the same key words, leading to a "one-to-multiple" pattern. The discovery of such
patterns by MANN can act as the explanations for why a particular user will buy a certain item in the future.

5.6 Other Approaches

Wang et al. [128] proposed a reinforcement learning framework for explainable recommendation, which is quite
universal because instead of integrating a certain explanation mechanism into a recommendation model, it has no
restrictions on the details of the model to be explained. The authors consider users, items, side information, and a
recommendation model to be explained as the environment. Two couple agents are employed, one for explanation
generation and the other for explanation discrimination. At each state, the generator agent gives a piece of explanation
taking the user-item pairs as inputs, while the discriminator agent takes the generated explanation as input to predict
rating scores. The reward of the agents is calculated by measuring how similar the agent-predicted scores are to the
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Figure 16: Illustration of sequential item-to-item transitions using MANN (Chen et al. [146]).

recommendation model-predicted scores and the presentation quality (e.g., readability and consistency) of the generated
explanation. By taking the textual sentences as interpretable components, the authors then adopt a personalized
attention-based neural network as an instantiation of the proposed framework and show that it can well explain the
recommendations via sentence-level explanations. Lin et al. [140] integrates the rating score prediction task and the
explainable word generation task into a unified neural network. In this model, neural collaborative filtering (NCF) [28]
is applied to the user-POI rating matrix to predict the rating scores. The reviews are transformed into syntax relations
by utilizing the spaCy CNN dependency parsing model [161, 162], which are further organized into pairs <opinion,
aspect>. The learned user embeddings from NCF are then clustered based on cosine similarity. The textual explanations
are then extracted from the pre-processed word pairs in the top-K users’ reviews.

5.7 Summary

In this section, we reviewed deep learning-based explainable approaches for trust-aware recommendation. After
introducing the general techniques for explainable recommendation, we focused on deep learning methods that leverage
collaborative filtering, textual data, visual data, and temporal data. Generally, deep learning aims to explain the
recommendation results from the mechanism of how the recommendation process works. Most models leverage textual
reviews, item images, and temporal information of the user-item interactions to deal with limited user-item ratings.
Considerable work combine attention mechanism with deep neural networks (e.g., RNNs, CNNs and memory neural
networks) and generate explanations from auxiliary data (i.e., reviews, images, sequential patterns). Another category
of models adopts generative methods (e.g., RNN and GAN), to provide novel textual/image explanations. Other
models include traditional content-based similarity methods, hybrid methods that exploit both texts and images, and
reinforcement learning that controls the quality of explanations. Overall, deep learning has demonstrated as a promising
approach to explainability for trustworthy recommendation.
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6 Discussion

Though effective, current researches face the challenges such as relying on sufficient labels, requiring manually tuning,
and inflexibility for multi-tasks. We discuss potential solutions to some of the issues as follows.

6.1 Dynamic Trust in Recommender Systems

In the real world cases, the trust information is changing over time. For example, trust friend relationships may change;
we may have a different group of friends during different periods. Also, the preference for friendship may change over
time[132]. Another example is for malicious users. We know that the malicious reviews or ratings may affect common
users, but not all the reviews written by malicious reviewers are for sure the fake reviews[11]. Some fake reviewers may
mystify the detection system by writing some common reviews but write fake reviews to the target products. Most work
assumes that the reviews/ratings made by malicious users are fake samples; however, limited work considers solving
the problem case by case because it is hard to get all the labels. Another challenge is that the dynamic system may be
time-consuming for updating the whole system over time.

6.2 Embedding for Recommender System

Embedding methods, which include node embedding, sequential embedding, and graph embedding, are widely applied
into recommender systems. For example, several graph embedding methods learn social relationship as a type of graph
information. Such embedding methods include node2vec[57], Euclidean embedding[163], UniWalk (explainable)
[164], deepWalk[91], and the recent model, graph neural networks[165]. Effective embedding has achieved significant
improvement in recommender systems, including various application domains[166]. The learned embedding vector is
normally used for representing users/items or further combined with other representations. Some may construct the
graph for items to model the user behaviors: each item is represented by a node in the graph, and the co-occurrence
of items is denoted by edge. Then, the graph embedding methods are applied to learn the embedding[166]. Some
may represent the user by their trust relationships, and then combine such representation with user rating behaviors
for recommendation [7, 52]. Most related work has the limitation of ignoring the inner interactions between different
types of information. Intuitively, a user’s decision is affected by many factors. Friendship, product reviews (especially
malicious reviews), and product description can all affect our decisions. Thus, the latent representation for the user
should be better not simply the concatenation of representations in different domains, but a unified factor.

6.3 Deep Meta-learning for Recommender Systems

For recommendation problem, there is no standard base model for dealing with different tasks. Like the aforementioned
three trust-aware tasks, limited work combines different ideas, i.e., cover all the bases, for recommendation problems.
Applying meta-learning or learning to learn may cover this limitation. Meta-learning, or learning to learn, is the science
of observing the performance of different model configurations on various tasks, and then learning from the history
observation, to provide guidance to the new tasks. This will not only improve the efficiency of the new task modeling
but also enable the model with automatically learning capabilities. This is an inspiring area since most current works are
based on hand-engineered way[167]. Most deep models only perform well on one task or a single dataset. This means
we may cost a lot of manual efforts on designing the models instead of solving the problems. Thus, it is meaningful to
design a module to let the machine learns itself with supporting the related information.

6.4 Blockchain for Decentralized Trust Management

Current recommender systems are built upon the data from web users – which contain both normal users and malicious
users – and thus become vulnerable to the real world frauds. For example, with the increasing number of fraudulent
ratings or feedbacks, the truth for a recommender system will deviate from the genuine truth. A major reason for
fraudulent behaviors is the easiness of getting publicly available information. With learning from normal users,
fraudulent users can hide their intention and cheat the detection techniques, which will affect the robustness of
recommender systems. One potential solution is leveraging the blockchain idea for trust management in recommender
systems. Blockchain[168, 169] is a shared ledger technology, and each participant shares a common view of truth. It
uses a decentralized peer-to-peer network to manage the data, which can eliminate the potential risks of centrally stored
data, and all validated activities are permanently recorded. Each participant can get access to their own data, and even a
system administrator cannot delete the records. This secures each transaction and thus eliminates the human error or
fraud. Besides, most of the deep learning-based recommendation techniques are data-hungry and are centralized in
computing. A recent idea is distributing the learning tasks of a deep learning method on blockchain, which can improve
both efficiency and privacy [170].
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7 Conclusion

In this survey, we investigate three aspects of trust in recommender systems: social-awareness, robustness, and
explainability, with a focus on deep learning-based on recommender systems. We describe how deep learning methods
work for the trust-aware recommendation in representation learning, predictive learning, and generative learning. We
notice that the growing research in deep learning have brought about a significant improvement in the performance of
recommender systems in various tasks. Meanwhile, current research still faces severe challenges in adapting to labeled
data, reducing tuning efforts, and enhance the flexibility in handling multiple tasks. We hope this survey could give
readers a comprehensive understanding of state-of-the-art studies in deep learning-based recommendation and inspire
more insights and contributions to this vibrant research domain.
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